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Know The Flows: Rotation to EM And Bond Funds Rolls on in Late January
- by Cameron Brandt, p10
Going into February mutual fund investors continued to sell into the New
Year’s rally lifting some developed equity markets while shifting their focus –
and cash – to fund groups with emerging markets or fixed income
mandates.

The AUD Week: Bias is Neutral
- by Rachel Bex and Andrew Dowdell, p11-12
Focus rests heavily with this week's RBA decision. The CB is expected to
leave cash rate unchanged at 1.50%, although a continuation of the mild
employment growth and core inflation holding within the 2-3% target band
suggests the CB may avoid putting a rate cut on the table...

Gold – Bulls Target The 2018 Peak at 1366
- by Ed Blake, p14
Buy into any near-term corrective dips towards 1299 as we await a return to
the 2018 peak at 1366. Place a protective stop below platform support at
1276.

UK 2v10YR SPREAD – Risk to 37.0, Below Marks New 10¼ Year Lows
- by Ed Blake, p15
Sell into near-term corrective widening in anticipation of fresh easing
targeting 37.1, perhaps 21.1. Stop and reverse on a sustained break over
56.1.

The Fed’s Dovish ‘Tilt’ And Flattening EGB Curves
- by Marcus Dewsnap, p3-4

The ‘dovish tilt’, for some capitulation, by the Fed dominated the week
leaving the UST curve under 2.5%, the upper-end of the Fed Funds range,
out to the 5-year sector and a weaker dollar (although some of this has been
given back).

Conditions For Gulf Bonds Are Bullish
- by Christopher Shiells, p5-7
In September JP Morgan formally announced that Saudi Arabia, Qatar,
Bahrain, UAE and Kuwait would be joining their EMBI indices between
January 31 and September 30, 2019. Beginning from January 31 debt from
these countries will make up 11.8% of the EMBI Global Diversified Index and
12% of the EMBI Global Index, with these indices tracking notes from 15
eligible issuers with a face value of USD119bn.

The GBP Week: Bias is Neutral to Bearish
- by Mark Mitchell and Andrew Dowdell, p8-9

On the macro front there is a major event this week, namely the first MPC
decision of the year on Thu. The decision is accompanied by the quarterly
inflation report, but with so much uncertainty over Brexit, the board
members will be well within their rights to simply throw up their hands and
say they have no idea how policy will develop going forward…
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The ‘dovish tilt’, for some capitulation, by the FED dominated the week
leaving the UST CURVE under 2.5%, the upper-end of the Fed Funds
range, out to the 5-year sector and a weaker DOLLAR (although some of
this has been given back). A look under the hood reveals a collapse in
REAL YIELDS as inflation compensation edge higher.

The weaker USD might be a positive for Emerging Markets but anything
which translates into higher EUR/USD isn’t likely to please the ECB given
the poor run of data which highlights downside risks.

Indeed, a ‘stronger’ Euro opens-up potential for more easing from the
ECB, with another LTRO of some description, already on the cards for

technical/funding reasons, the most likely candidate. Still, there has
been some ‘help’ for what is rapidly becoming a beleaguered EMU
economy.

The relatively sharp flattening of many EGB YIELD CURVES eases
monetary conditions (assuming this hasn’t all been to do with month-
end Duration extension). The flattening trend, prevalent since last
March, remains intact. The EMU economy will take aid from wherever it
can.

continued page xx

Fed’s Dovish ‘Tilt’ And Flattening EGB Curves
By Marcus Dewsnap, IGM Head of Fixed Income Strategy
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Although, with many thinking the ‘worst’ is already priced-in, and the
ECB continuing to point to solid underlying domestic demand, it is
difficult to see how the longer-end can fall much lower, unless those
deflationary forces come to the fore once more. ECBers out and about
this week include Visco (Saturday), Mersch and Constancio (both
Thursday) along with the CB’s Economic Bulletin. European Commission
Economic Forecasts (Thursday) will garner some attention.

Meanwhile, from the Fed, Kashkari (Sunday), Mester (Monday). Powell
(Townhall with Educators late Wednesday into Thursday GMT), Clarida
(Thursday) and Bullard all speak. Mester and Clarida possibly the most
interesting given Powell espoused his views post-FOMC and those of the
other two are well-known. President Trump presents his delayed State
of The Union address (Tuesday),

One of the Fed’s ‘cross currents’ is BREXIT. Expect more verbiage as to
who is to blame for not shifting on the red-lines. We are several weeks
away from the last minute. UK BREAKEVEN’s remain elevated and
nominal yields low suggestive of some pricing for a ‘no deal’.

Fed’s Dovish ‘Tilt’ and Flattening EGB Curves
Back to Index Page

This is an excerpt from Marcus’ Week Ahead.  For the full piece see HERE.

https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/120184/IGM_Weekly_-_1_February_2019.pdf
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In September JP Morgan formally announced that Saudi Arabia, Qatar,
Bahrain, UAE and Kuwait would be joining their EMBI indices between
January 31 and September 30, 2019. Beginning from January 31 debt
from these countries will make up 11.8% of the EMBI Global Diversified
Index and 12% of the EMBI Global Index, with these indices tracking
notes from 15 eligible issuers with a face value of USD119bn. The bonds
will be added to the indices in phases over the next 9-mths and the
allocation to the Middle East is estimated to rise to up to 17% of the
EMBIGD index. This will result in reductions in the weight of Latin
America to 33% from 37%, and of Asia to 18% from 20%. The minimum
size of inclusion for bonds will be USD500mn, and the instruments will
need to have due dates after March 2022,

Recent Performance of Gulf Bonds

Back in July we highlighted how GCC bonds may be worth buying due to 
this potential index inclusion.

• Viewpoint: Now may be the time to start looking at GCC bonds more 
favourably

The EPFR fund flows data then showed many investors had been
building GCC positions for over a year; based on higher oil prices,
substantially improved economic fundamentals, and likely index
inclusion. Since confirmation of the announcement, the yields on Gulf
paper have dropped.

Whilst the bonds of Bahrain have rallied sharply in this period, this is
largely due to their massive blowout earlier in the summer and then the
subsequent promise of USD10bn of support from its Gulf neighbours, led
by Saudi Arabia. In contrast, Saudi bonds have struggled, largely due to
the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi in Turkey during October,
which resulted in international condemnation and a deterioration of
diplomatic ties with the West. Qatari bonds have also continued to
struggle amid the now 19-mth of economic blockades by Saudi Arabia,
Bahrain, Egypt and UAE. This combined with the general jump in US
yields during the last quarter of 2018 means that these bonds are seen
as cheap and there is scope for spreads on Saudi and Qatar bonds to

tighten ca 20bps on the JP EMBI related inflows.

Fund Flows into Gulf Bonds since Sep-2018

So, has there been any evidence of inflows? The above yield moves and
the EPFR data suggests that investors moved out of GCC bonds amid the
broad EM sell-off in H2 2018, but with the EMBI spread narrowing
sharply in 2019 and oil prices rising, the inflows have started to pick up
again, (see dashboard below). ENBD Asset Management believe that
active money managers have started positioning before the inclusion,
with passive money sustaining the inflows for the rest of 2019. They
believe around half of the expected USD30bn of inflows have already
occurred.

The inclusion of the GCC bonds in the JP EMBI indices should also
increase demand for new Eurobond and sukuk issues out of the region,
which so far in 2019 have been lagging levels in 2018 and 2017 (see
dashboard below). The inclusion should make it easier for sovereigns to
access the primary market, with shorter lead times and ready made pool
of investors.

continued page xx

Conditions For Gulf Bonds Are Bullish
By Christopher Shiells, Managing Analyst EM

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1395188


Conditions For Gulf Bonds Are Bullish – cont’d
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Conditions For Gulf Bonds Are Bullish – cont’d
Back to Index Page

Targeting a further fall in KSA Mar-2028 bond yield

Taking into account all of the above - turn higher in oil prices, improved broad risk appetite pushing EM spreads lower, plenty of space for further
inflows - we see room for yield compression across the GCC universe, and especially in the KSA 2028 bonds given their underperformance related to the
Khashoggi murder. The below technical analysis supports the view that there is scope for a ca 20bp drop in the yield and we target a return to the
3.976% July lows.
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The GBP Week – Bias is Neutral to Bearish
By Mark Mitchell 
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Expected GBP/USD trading range is 1.2910/1.3350

We were right to be sceptical of the strong Cable rally of the 21st to 25th
Jan week, as the pair last week handed back some of those gains.

The countdown to the UK withdrawal date from the EU on Mar 29th
continues, but we are still no nearer knowing what form it will take or
whether it will be postponed. A Mexican stand-off has developed, with
PM May believing that the threat of a no deal will bring concessions
from the EU at the last minute or it may be the case that she is left to
use the same threat to cajole the MPs who voted against the withdrawal
plan, to also pass at the eleventh hour. Remarkably there is nothing
scheduled on Brexit for the House of Commons to debate, so the PM is
left to try and coax some concessions out of Europe.

On the macro front there is a major event this week, namely the first
MPC decision of the year on Thu. The decision is accompanied by the
quarterly inflation report, but with so much uncertainty over Brexit, the
board members will be well within their rights to simply throw up their
hands and say they have no idea how policy will develop going forward,
as they have no idea if we will see a no deal Brexit, the PM's plan or
simply a delay to Article 50. Samuel Tombs from Pantheon predicts that
the MPC will deliver a hawkish message, while Goldmans have ditched
their forecast for a May BoE hike and see a short extension of Article 50
going forward. They believe, like us, that the MPC will wait for clarity and
the next hike is more likely to be in Nov than Aug.

Meanwhile the uncertainty over Brexit continues to weigh heavily on the
UK economy.

The Deloitte survey of large company CFOs showed that their appetite to
take on financial risk has fallen to its lowest level in nearly a decade, due
to fears of "the hardest of Brexits".

The latest UK construction PMI out earlier this morning hit a ten month
low, driven by a decline in the commercial sector, with employment
growth the weakest since Jul 2016. This release has put Cable on the
back foot to start the week, as the pair slips to 1.3044 from 1.3096.

Throw in last week's news of the sharp fall in US automotive industry
investment, the huge stockpiling seen in the UK manufacturing PMI and
the news that Nissan have scrapped their plan to build their new X-Trail
in Britain and we see little reason for economic optimism in the short
term.

So for Cable look for red headlines on Brexit chatter to take centre stage
and to remain its usual volatile self, but selling may intensify if the
1.3000 handle is lost. The 1.2910 area is the initial downside target after
that, being the 38.2% retracement of Jan's Cable rally. Some of Cable's
strength has derived from the Fed's more patient approach to their
interest rate cycle, but Brexit will remain the main influence.

Tech notes:

• Stalled at 1.3217 on 25 Jan amid short-term overbought readings

• Subsequent pullback should attract fresh bids near 1.3001, or lower
down around 1.2921/100-dma (approx 1.2900)

• Bears need to breach strong support at 1.2831/15 to threaten the
broader advance

• Above 1.3160 hints at an early return higher, re-opening 1.3217
ahead of Sep's 1.3298 peak

• Beyond there lies the 50% retrace of the Apr-Jan, 1.4377-1.2441 fall
at 1.3409

RISKS - There is only one real major piece of data this week from the UK,
namely tomorrow's services PMI. After two months of substantial
downside misses for Nov and Dec, Jan's figure came in higher than
consensus, but any figure that comes in on the 49 handle, would be a
major shock to the markets, especially given the UK's reliance on
services.

The GBP Week – Bias is Neutral to Bearish cont’d
By Mark Mitchell with technical analysis by Andrew Dowdell Back to Index Page
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Going into February mutual fund investors continued to sell into the
New Year’s rally lifting some developed equity markets while shifting
their focus – and cash – to fund groups with emerging markets or fixed
income mandates. EPFR-tracked US Equity Funds extended their longest
run of redemptions since 3Q17 and Global Equity Funds posted outflows
for the 10th time in the past 11 weeks during a week when Bond Funds
collectively recorded the biggest inflow in over a year. Emerging Markets
Bond and Equity Funds, meanwhile, extended their longest inflow
streaks since 1Q18 and 3Q17 respectively.

Cautious comments by the heads of the US and Eurozone central banks,
with both expressing a willingness to respond to economic reality rather
than pre-set schedules, provided Emerging Markets and some Bond
Fund groups with an additional tailwind during the final week of January.

But the fact that conditions in those economies warranted the ‘dovish’
remarks kept the pressure on Europe and US Equity Funds.

Overall, the week ending January 30 saw all Bond Funds absorb a net
$9.4 billion while investors redeemed $414 million from Alternative
Funds, $15 billion from Equity Funds and $26.2 billion from Money
Market Funds. In the case of Europe Money Market Funds, flows were
negative for the fifth time in the past seven weeks as managers scramble
to cope with EU regulators’ decision to ban share cancellations. Those
managers must now come up with an alternative way of dealing with the
negative interest rates that a significant share of the most highly rated
securities in their portfolios come with.

At the asset class and single country fund levels, Bank Loan Funds
experienced net redemptions for the 10th straight week, Municipal Bond
Funds recorded their fifth inflow in the past six weeks and High Yield
Bonds for the third time in the past four weeks. Outflows from Spain
Equity Funds hit a 20-week high as they extended their longest outflow
streak since an 18-week run ended in early 4Q16 and investors pulled
money out of France Equity Funds for the 15th week in a row.

With most investors already positioned for slower monetary tightening
in the US and the current corporate earnings season, flows to EPFR-
tracked Sector Fund groups were generally muted during the final week
of January. Six of the 11 groups posted inflows ranging from $44 million
to $596 million while the other five saw between $136 million and $369
million flow out.

Once again, Commodities Sector Funds would have been in the outflows
column but for the over $500 million committed to dedicated Gold
Funds. Over the past eight weeks Gold Funds have attracted a net $5.1
billion while all other Commodities Funds have posted a collective net
outflow of $2.4 billion. Agricultural Commodities Funds, meanwhile,
have now posted outflows 27 of the past 30 weeks.

Know The Flows – Rotation to EM And Bond Funds Rolls on in Late January
By Cameron Brandt, Director, EPFR Research Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr


The AUD Week – Bias is Neutral
By Rachel Bex 
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Expected AUD/USD trading range is 0.7160/0.7320

Aud/Usd kicks the week off in soft fashion after building approvals
dropped 8.4% m/m in Dec (lowest level since early 2013) vs the 2% rise
forecast, in another sign that the housing slump is steepening.

The negatives have certainly been stacking up for the Aud of late as the
Chinese economic slowdown, local housing woes and subdued wage
growth all negatively impact consumer spending. This comes as NAB and
ING raise mortgage rates in Australia, in turn prompting several banks to
turn dovish and call for potential cuts this year.

To this, AMP Capital expect the RBA to cut rates twice this year as the
housing slowdown hurts already mixed growth prospects and threatens
the inflation outlook.

Focus thus rests heavily with this week's RBA decision. The CB is
expected to leave cash rate unchanged at 1.50%, although a
continuation of the mild employment growth and core inflation holding
within the 2-3% target band suggests the CB may avoid putting a rate cut
on the table at this stage, and those betting on a dovish turn may
therefore be forced to re-price their expectations ahead.

Recall, Harper recently commented that the next bank rate move
continues to be a hike on account of strong jobs growth and budget.

On the SoMP, Q4 CPI gives no reason to expect any changes to the RBA's
view of a slightly below 2% average inflation in 2018 and growth is also
expected to see no revisions as consumption remains relatively resilient.
Risk for growth forecasts is, however, tilted to the downside, depending
on the extent of the retreat in dwelling investments and exports.

Note also, RBA Gov Lowe will also give a speech on Wednesday, while
trade balance, retail sales and the NAB Q4 business confidence are also
due this week.

Techs note:

• Retraced over 38.2% of the Jan'18 - Jan'19 fall at .7274 on last week's
run to .7295 before pausing near the 200-dma

• Short-term dips should attract fresh bids ahead of/near .7204

• Breach of .7138 stalls the advance, risking back to .7076 initially

• Above .7295 resumes course higher, targeting the Dec high/50%
retrace at .7394/.7438 next.

The AUD Week – Bias is Neutral cont’d
By Rachel Bex with technical analysis by Andrew Dowdell Back to Index Page



The following pages are dedicated to Technical Analysis. 

IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting
patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs,
fixed income and commodity products.

We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.

For information on the full spectrum covered, please contact your
Account Manager.
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• Accelerates the rally from 1160 (2018 low) to retrace just over

76.4% of the prior fall from 1366 (2018 top)

• Bullish daily-monthly studies suggest a return to test the 2018

high at 1366 (near a key 31-month trendline)

• Beyond would offer potential to the 2016 and 2014 peaks at

1375/1392 respectively

• Corrective dips should hold former resistance at 1299 and only

below cautions for platform support at 1276

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy into any near-term corrective dips towards 1299 as we await a 
return to the 2018 peak at 1366. Place a protective stop below platform 
support at 1276

Gold – Bulls Target The 2018 Peak at 1366

Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 1433.73 28 August 2013 lower high 
R4 1392.33 2014 high – 14 March 
R3 1375.34 2016 peak – 11 July 
R2 1366.15 2018 peak – 25 January, near 11 April 2018 lower high at 1365.22, near 31-month trendline 
R1 1355.73 18 April 2018 minor lower high 

Support Levels 

S1 1298.60 4 January 2019 former high 
S2 1276.74 2019 low – 4 January, nr 21/24 January 2019 lows at 1276.82/.86, near 2½mth rising trendline 
S3 1251.09 10 December 2018 high, near 21 December 2018 low at 1254.03 
S4 1233.02 14 December 2018 higher low, near a 5½ month rising trendline at 1229.44 
S5 1211.27 28 November 2018 higher low 
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• Extended long-term narrowing through a twenty-year rising

trendline to reach 43.1 (16 January, 31-month low)

• Bearish multi-timeframe studies combine with the recent Death

Cross (50/200DMAs) to suggest an eventual break lower

• The initial target is the 2016 base at 37.1, beneath which confirms

new 10¼ year lows and risks support at 21.1

• Any near-term corrective widening should stall below significant

clustered resistance at 56.1

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Sell into near-term corrective widening in anticipation of fresh easing 
targeting 37.1, perhaps 21.1. Stop and reverse on a sustained break over 
56.1

UK 2v10YR SPREAD – Risk to 37.0, Below Marks New 10¼ Year Lows

Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 93.9 20 February 2018 high 
R4 81.5 10 October 2018 lower high, near 23 February 2018 former low at 81.9 
R3 74.0 8 November 2018 lower high, near a 25½ month falling trendline at 72.2 
R2 66.8 27 November 2018 high 
R1 56.1 2019 peak - 21 January, near the 50DMA at 52.6 and a twenty-year rising trendline at 58.7 

Support Levels 

S1 43.1 2019 low - 16 January 
S2 37.1 2016 low – 15 August, also 3 October 208 higher low 
S3 21.1 22 September 2008 low 
S4 10.2 13 August 2008 former high 
S5 1.1 9 September 2008 higher low 
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